### Declension J: Irregular Suffixes

#### PLURALS

1. **Plural Type 1: Attenuation**
   - w1.1 weak plural attenuation with –e
   - w1.2 weak plural attenuation by orthographic vowel change
   - w1.3 –V(e)h → –V(e)gh

2. **Plural Type 2: Suffix schwa /a/ (orthographic –e or –a)**
   - w2.1 suffix –e, broaden base for gp.
   - w2.2 weak plural suffix –a
   - w2.3 weak plural suffix –e + broadening.
   - w2.4 Irregular forms with weak –a or –e suffix
   - s2.1 Strong plural suffix –e with syncope, attenuate if necessary.
   - s2.2 Strong plural suffix –a and broadening if necessary
   - s2.3 Strong plural suffix –a and Syncope
   - s2.4 Suffix –n, suffix –a
   - s2.5 Irregular forms with –n or –e suffix

3. **Plural Type 3 suffixation of /i:/ (–a/il)**
   - s3.1 Suffix –i
   - s3.2 Suffix –d, suffix –i, and attenuate. (Alternately: take genitive, attenuate and suffix –i)
   - s3.3 Syncope and suffix –i
   - s3.4 Delete final schwa, replace with /i:/ (–e → –i).
   - s3.5 Suffix –a
   - s3.6 Delete final schwa, replace with /i:/ (–a → –a).
   - s3.7 Change –(e)ach → –(e)i and (e)ach → –(e)i.
   - s3.8 Delete final schwa of genitive, replace with /i:/ (–e → –i and –a → –a).
   - s3.9 Irregular forms with –(e)ach suffix

4. **Plural Type 4 suffixation of –eanna, –anna, –ona, –ona**
   - s4.1 Suffix –eanna
   - s4.2 Suffix –anna
   - s4.3 Suffix –anna with broadening
   - s4.4 Suffix –ona
   - s4.5 Suffix –onna
   - s4.6 Irregular forms with –(e)onna suffix

5. **Plural Type 5 suffixation of –eacha, –acha, –acha, –cha**
   - s5.1 Suffix –eacha
   - s5.2 Suffix –acha and syncope
   - s5.3 Suffix –acha
   - s5.4 Suffix –acha with broadening
   - s5.5 Suffix –acha with syncope and broadening
   - s5.6 Suffix –cha
   - s5.7 Suffix –acha
   - s5.8 Irregular forms with –(e)acha

6. **Strong plural type 6: suffix –a, –a, –a, –a, –a**
   - s6.1 Suffix –a, attenuate if necessary.
   - s6.2 Delete final –e, suffix –a
   - s6.3 Suffix –a, broaden if necessary
s6.4 Suffix –ii/the
s6.5 Shorten vowel, suffix –the/-the
s6.6 Suffix –the, broaden if necessary
s6.7 Rare: delete final syllable, suffix –te
s6.8 Rare: suffix –e/ian
s6.9 Other irregular forms with –a/–a/–thal/–the

7. Irregular Plurals

**ADJECTIVAL PLURALS**

The strength of plurals for the adjective is determined by the noun that they modify.

a0 no change in the plural
a2.1 suffix –e /e/ 

a2.2 syncope and suffix –e /e/ (with attenuation if necessary)

a2.3 suffix –a /e/ 

a2.4 suffix –a with broadening

a2.5 syncope and suffix –a /e/ (with broadening if necessary)

a7 irregular adjectival plurals